
 

GETTING TO THE SUMMIT VENUE 

**You may be aware that there are general strikes on 13th, 14th, 18th, 19th April. We would like to 

emphasise that this will in no way affect The Global Water Summit and that everything will be 

continuing as scheduled. If you are arriving or departing on the days that the strike is taking place, 

there will be no public transport however taxis and ubers will be readily available to transport 

delegates to the conference center. 

For Sunday – Tuesday and arrivals, please find below instructions for getting to the Marriott Rive 

Gauche Hotel & Conference Center. 

 

HOTEL ADDRESS 
Paris Marriott Rive Gauche Hotel & Conference Center, 17 Boulevard Saint-Jacques, 75014 Paris, 

France. 

 
FROM CHARLES DE GAULLE (CDG) AIRPORT: 

Take the CDGVAL shuttle train to Terminal 3/Roissypole. Exit the CDGVAL stop at Terminal 

3/Roissypole, turn right and walk towards the ticket vending machines and ticket windows 

underneath the sign for RER B “Paris par train / Paris by train”. 

From here, you can purchase a single “Billets Ile-de-France” RER train ticket for Paris (€10,30 one 

way) or a “Pass Navigo Decouverte / Paris Visite” public transportation pass via the ticket windows. 

Please note any credit / debit cards without smart chips or 4-6-digit PIN numbers will not work with 

these machines. Use cash to buy tickets via the machine, or head to the ticket windows to purchase 

tickets using a non-chip/PIN credit card. 

After purchasing your tickets or passes, check the overhead display screens to find the next RER 

(Line B) train scheduled to depart CDG for Paris (“Vers Paris”). 

Insert (and then retrieve) your ticket or scan your pass at the turnstiles and descend onto the RER B 

train platform. Signs will note that “Tous les trains vont à Paris” (“All trains go to Paris”). Board the 

next train to Paris. Remember to keep your ticket or pass as “controllers” (“ticket checkers”) 

frequent these trains. 

Get off the train at ‘Denfert Rochereau’ and head to Metro Line 6. You do not have to purchase 

another ticket for the Paris Metro as your RER train ticket is valid for Zone 1 Metro journeys. Board 

a Line 6 Metro train heading in the direction of “Nation,” and get off at the stop “St. Jacques”. From 

St. Jacques station it is a 5 minute walk up Saint-Jacques Boulevard to the Marriott Rive Gauche 

Hotel & Conference Center. 



 
 

FROM GARE DU NORD (TRAVELLING BY EUROSTAR): 

At Gare Du Nord, purchase a RER (Line B) “Billets Ile-de-France” train ticket. Take the RER B train and 

get off at “Denfert Rochereau”. Change to the Metro here and look for Line 6. Board a Line 6 Metro 

train heading in the direction of “Nation,” and get off at the stop “St. Jacques”. From St. Jacques 

station it is a 5 minute walk up Saint-Jacques Boulevard to the Marriott Rive Gauche Hotel & 

Conference Center. 

 

VIA PARIS METRO: 
Take the Metro Line 6 and get off at St. Jacques. From St. Jacques station it is a 5 minute walk up 

Saint-Jacques Boulevard to the Marriott Rive Gauche Hotel & Conference Center. 

 

 


